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Abstract 

This report describes the design and simulation of a model that explores the possible benefits of 

dynamic scheduling compared to a basic dispatching system in a warehouse setting. As an expansion, 

the human factor in the process under investigation has been analysed with the aim to incorporate 

insights to increase model validity. The model has been applied to a public warehouse operated by 

the third-party-logistics provider Van Uden Logistics. Results indicate implementing the proposed 

scheduling model would be feasible in terms of cost. 
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Executive summary 

This project was executed at the warehousing department of Van Uden Logistics, a third party 

logistics provider based in the Netherlands. The warehousing department is responsible for buffering 

and consolidating goods in the fast-moving-consumer-goods supply chain with a focus on food and 

beverages. The market for buffering and consolidation warehousing is highly competitive and 

strongly cost focused. The current business situation of Van Uden Logisitcs requires significant cost 

savings to remain competitive. Currently productivity of the unit load (full-pallet) operations is 

constrained by the dispatching logic employed which causes non-value adding dead-heading (empty 

travel) to account for 52% of distance traversed. The research assignment is therefore defined as; 

To set-up a scheduling method specifically aimed at the reduction of dead-heading under lead-

time performance and relative priority constraints. 

Besides the development of a feasible scheduling approach we devote a considerable portion of 

this research on the human factor integral to the unit load operations. As the reach trucks used for 

these operations are manually operated there is a direct link between human and system 

performance. This link should not be neglected when aiming for a productivity increase.  

Human factor 

As to the human factor we are interested in the relationship between workload, which 

significantly varies over time, and performance. We hypothesize a higher workload, proxy for 

perceived pressure, leads to higher performance. Also we expect the work-pace to show less 

variance as workload increases. Further we took into account the individual skill level as we 

hypothesize this has a mediating effect on the relationship between workload and performance and 

a direct relation to performance. To establish the relationship between workload and performance 

we designed a multilevel linear model as measurements on performance from a single worker are 

more related than each other than to the workload at a given moment. Multilevel modelling allows 

us to capture the structure of the data explicitly.  

We made a distinction during the research between the three major activities comprising 98% of 

unit load operations being put-away, retrieval and replenishments jobs. Workload was best 

represented by the cumulative released demand on a daily level and as factored into low, medium 

and high level where high was further divided in three levels. Performance was defined as the 

average deviation from a norm time per job per period. We set the norm time to represent the cycle 

time an average worker would require to complete a job. The variance was measured by taking the 

standard deviation in deviation from the norm time per day. Skill was assessed using the expert 

opinion of the operators overseeing the workforce.  

The results show a significant increase in performance in put-away activities, up to 3,5% faster 

under high workload whereas a high individual skill level increases the mean performance by 20-25% 

for all activities. No significant in- or decrease in work pace variability under increasing workload was 

found. Skill as assessed by the operators did not seem to moderate the relationship between 

workload and performance, however, when using the average speed found during the regression 

runs as a proxy for skill we could conclude higher skilled workers react to a higher workload stronger 

than lower skilled workers.  
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We assume the reason why only for put-away activities a significant increase in performance was 

found is that in this case a clear cue is present that can be easily perceived as workload by the 

workforce. This cue is given by the queue’s of jobs at the staging area’s awaiting servicing. For 

retrieval and replenishment activities this cue is not present as workers have no insight in the 

workload at any given moment and these jobs await service somewhere in the storage area. 

 Scheduling model 

The driver for the unit load operations is the arrival pattern of jobs. To effectively reduce dead-

heading the contemporaneous release of put-away and retrieval, and to a lower degree 

replenishment, jobs is required. This is the case for most of the day, only in the evening hours 

retrieval jobs dominate the release pattern. Of major influence on the decision which scheduling 

approach is feasible is the degree of dynamism which is defined as how much the input of a problem 

changes over time. In the case warehouse selected for this research the degree of dynamism equals 

one which implies a highly dynamic job arrival pattern negating classical scheduling approaches such 

as the travelling salesman problem which schedule multiple jobs for a single resource. We therefore 

chose to use a myopic assignment algorithm updated at every event. 

The assignment algorithm considers the urgency of jobs and the empty distance required to 

service a job relative to each resource. This results in a full dense matrix where each job causes 

certain costs relative to each resource. The objective is to minimize both lateness and empty 

distance, this is achieved by postponing non-urgent jobs and then allocating the remaining jobs to a 

resource in closest proximity. To reduce the threat of congestion when many resources converge in 

an area we spread the resources across the halls in instances with less jobs than resources and after 

every break.  

We used a simulation study to gain insight in the performance of the assignment algorithm. The 

simulation is trace-driven based on historical job release patterns. As the research on the human 

factor did not indicate any change in work pace variability under varying system states we 

represented the human factor by a normal distribution to model between worker differences and a 

Gamma distribution to model within worker variability with respect to job cycle times. 

Results indicate a significant decrease in dead-heading reducing the distance required to service 

all jobs by 13,7%. Examining the efficient frontier revealed that as dead-heading decreases, less jobs 

become late, due to the increase in capacity, but the average lateness of jobs increases. This is due to 

the fact that an increased emphasis in the decision making of the model on empty distance makes 

jobs in remote area’s less desirable and thus causes these jobs to become more late. The assignment 

algorithm is highly sensitive to the number of resources employed. In an over capacity situation 

dead-heading reduction cannot cross a certain threshold, the reason for this is that due to the 

overcapacity situation the job queue is smaller which leaves less options to allocate a job to a nearest 

resource. On the other hand in an under capacity situation the job queue remains long allowing for 

better allocation but the queue may also explode resulting in an unacceptable lead-time 

performance. Figure 1 below depicts the efficient frontier for 11 to 13 (maximum available) 

resources. 
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Figure 1 Efficient frontier 

Further results when investigating the relationship between the WIP level and dead-heading 

confirm the inefficiency of an over capacity situation. Keeping the WIP level above 80- and below 250 

jobs yields the maximum efficiency while lead-time performance targets are met. 

The reduction in distance can be converted to monetary savings. Of total time spent on unit load 

operations, 50% account for travel. As we save 13,7% on travel this implies overall we save 6,85%. 

Taking the 2011 budget this implies a savings of around 57.9k€ would have been possible. The 

implementation is therefore considered feasible in terms of cost as it would only require system 

changes and some training of operators. However, during discussion with the software partner 

responsible for changes to the warehouse management system it became apparent the chosen 

approach is too complex for them to consider. We therefore suggested a heuristic method in close 

resemblance to the approach in this research in terms of functioning and expected savings. 

Besides the conclusions drawn from this research several recommendations are done based on 

the experiences during this research; 

• This research focussed on the reduction of empty distance between jobs, we assume 

however an even greater potential lies in the reduction of full distance by implementing 

well know storage- and truck dock allocation strategies 

• It became apparent that large performance differences between individuals exists but 

up to this point no system is in place to systematically measure and enhance this human 

performance despite the large productivity increase potential in this respect  

• A concern raised by management was the inability to accurately plan workforce capacity 

in due time. We expect forecasting workload and subsequently translating this to 

required capacity using the insights on e.g. the norm times from this research has great 

potential for cost savings 

• Currently retrieval jobs are released to the work floor an average 5 hours, with many 

excesses of 8-9 hours, prior to the arrival of trucks. This leads to low dock flexibility and 

thus lower efficiency. The incorporation and enhanced accuracy of truck arrival times in 

the decision making could greatly increase dock flexibility allowing for better truck-dock 

allocation decisions 
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1 Introduction 

This chapter will introduce the research project. The research can be divided into two distinct 

parts. The first part consists of empirical research aimed at gaining insight into human behaviour in 

operational processes. These insights are used in the second part which is the design of a scheduling 

method in a fast-moving-consumer-goods warehouse setting. Van Uden Logistics served as the case 

company and shall be further introduced in section 1.1. We shall than introduce the specific context 

of consolidation warehousing within which the research will be set in section 1.2. Finally we shall 

outline the rest of this report. 

1.1 Van Uden Logistics 

This research is conducted at Van Uden Logistics B.V. in the warehouse operations department. 

Van Uden Logistics B.V. forms an integral part of the Van Uden Group, a third party logistics provider 

or 3PL, mainly active in the Netherlands. The history of the Van Uden Group starts in 1848 when the 

two Van Uden brothers started as inland transportation brokers in Rotterdam. From here the Van 

Uden Group diversified, into a 3PL with services ranging from road to sea and air transport solutions. 

Total turnover in 2011 was 90m€ and the van Uden Group employs around 600 employees.  

Van Uden Logistics B.V., from here named van Uden, is concerned with the storage and 

distribution of fast-moving-consumer-goods (FMCG), notably food and beverage, and is 

headquartered in Haaften (the Netherlands). It operates five public and dedicated warehouses in the 

centre of the Netherlands totalling 150.000m
2
. Approximately 200 trucks distribute goods to nearly 

6000 addresses in the Netherlands and Belgium. By processing 1.2 million pallets a turnover of 55m€ 

was realized in 2011.   

1.2 Consolidation warehousing  

This research focuses on the internal operations of the warehouses operated by van Uden. 

Tompkins et al. (1996) distinct three missions a warehouse may have; 1) holding inventory to balance 

and buffer the variation between production schedules and demand. In this case the warehouse is 

often in close proximity to the point of manufacture. 2) accumulate and consolidate goods from 

various points of manufacture for combined shipment to common customers. Warehouses of this 

type are commonly located central to production locations or the customer base. 3) warehouses may 

be distributed in the field to shorten lead times and permit for rapid response to customer demand. 

These warehouses are located in close proximity to the customer base. 

Consolidation warehouses further enable the breaking down of bulk to better match supply and 

demand quantities. For efficiency reasons manufacturers produce in large batches often covering 

multiple demand epochs by retailers. Consolidation warehouses can alleviate this quantity 

incompatibility. Further consolidation warehouses enable the shipping in economical truck load (TL) 

quantities towards the retailers rather than in less than truck load (LTL) quantities if every individual 

manufacturer would have to ship towards the retailers directly. 

Van Uden operates warehouses with a combined buffer and consolidation function in the fast-

moving-consumer-goods (FMCG) supply chain. Two of their warehouses are dedicated to a single 

customer (manufacturers), whereas the other three are public warehouses, thus servicing several 
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customers in one location. The warehouses of van Uden are located central to the customer base 

which is restricted to the Netherlands and Belgium. Below Figure 2 depicts the position of Van Uden 

in the FMCG supply chain.  

 

Figure 2 FMCG supply chain 

Several forces have shaped the FMCG supply chain into it’s current form and further emphasise 

the importance of 3PL’s such as van Uden. One of these forces is the focus on core competencies by 

both the manufacturers and retailers on e.g. product development, marketing and sales thus 

outsourcing the supply chain in-between them to 3PL’s. Further the manufacturers ever more 

centralize their production for efficiency reasons and therefore move further away geographically  

from large parts of their customer base which have not moved. Sourcing is also ever more global 

which requires local warehouses to maintain acceptable lead-times. Retailers ever more wish to only 

maintain inventory on the shelf in the store where customers have access to the goods and therefore 

strike any intermediate storage. Distribution centres (DC’s) operated by retailers perform a pure 

cross-dock function ever more. This research will focus on the internal warehouse operations, the 

downstream distribution is out of scope. 

1.3 Report outline 

The rest of this report is compiled of the following sections. First chapter 2 will discuss the 

problem definition and research approach. The problem definition will focus on the case company 

and gaps in relevant literature. The research approach will explain the research methodology and 

data collection used to conduct the research. Chapter 3 will in depth analyse the problem and set 

performance metrics as boundaries for the proposed solution. Chapter 4 will discuss the human 

factor and its impact on system performance. Chapter 5 will discuss the development of the 

scheduling model which should improve the performance of the unit load warehouse process. 

Chapter 6 will cover the simulation study and performance results. Chapter 7 will discuss the 

implementation issues and implications for Van Uden. Finally chapter 8 will provide our conclusions, 

recommendations and directions for future research. 
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2 Problem definition and research approach 

This chapter will discuss the problem faced by van Uden in general terms to provide the reader 

with a background and present the research approach chosen to address the problem. Section 2.1 

will detail on the internal warehouse process at the case company. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 will detail on 

the general problems which are further elaborated in chapter 3. Section 2.4 provides an overview of 

gaps in the literature on this topic. Section 2.5 discussed the research assignment that followed the 

initial research and presents the research questions that need to be answered. Section 2.6 will detail 

on the research methodology followed to solve the problem. Finally section 2.7 will discuss the data 

collection and analysis used in the following chapters. 

2.1 Minimization of operational expenditure 

First we need to put the aim of the research into perspective. As became apparent during the 

early stages of the project the service 3PL’s offer, and in particular van Uden, can almost be regarded 

as a commodity. This means the quality of service is relative equal between competitors, price is 

determined due to the basic supply and demand mechanism and the service has a high degree of 

fungibility; the market does not set a high value on who provides the service. This entails a mature, 

low entry and highly competitive market  focussed on cost, simply put; the cheapest provider gets 

the business. Van Uden is therefore constantly forced to lower prices to retain or gain business. To 

remain profitable this entails the constant reduction of operational expenditure; minimizing cost. 

This is also the aim of this research project as far as the case company is concerned 

The internal warehousing operations at van Uden can be crudely divided into two separate 

processes, unit load and carton pick from pallet. The bulk of operational expenditure is on personnel 

and equipment involved with unit load processes making this the area where the largest absolute 

savings could be made. Next to this the carton pick from pallet processes are well known for their 

complexity and high level of dynamism which makes this an area unattractive for advanced 

operations research, workforce experience yields a higher performance here. The focus in this 

research therefore shall be on the unit load processes at van Uden. 
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2.2 Unit load handling 

Unit load processes are defined as processes where SKU’s arrive, are stored and leave on pallets. 

Figure 3 below depicts the unit load flow through the warehouse. The hatched activities form the 

object of this research. 

 

Figure 3 Internal warehouse process  

Inbound shipments arrive by truck at the docks which allow for coupling trucks to the warehouse 

and the efficient loading and unloading activities. Unit loads on pallets are staged at the receiving 

area’s (cross functional area’s also used for shipment) and from there are either put away for storage 

or cross docked. Cross docking only constitutes around 5% of unit load movements and are not 

handled by reach-trucks on which the remainder of this research will focus. Therefore cross-docking 

activities are out of scope. Unit loads put-away for storage are stored in the reserve area until 

requested by retailers or needed to replenish forward area’s where the carton-pick-from-pallet 

process takes place. Customer orders are assembled at staging area’s for loading onto Van Uden 

trucks for further distribution. The handling of unit loads during put-away, replenishment and 

retrieval (gathering customer orders) is performed by reach-trucks capable of handling a single unit 

load and operated by a human driver. 

As stated before we shall focus on the unit load operations and as these are predominantly 

performed with the use of reach trucks this will be the further focus on this research. RT’s perform 

many activities in support of the internal warehouse operations but 98% constitutes of the put-away, 

retrieval and replenishment of unit loads.  

2.3 Productivity 

The put-away, retrieval and replenishment activities of the RT’s basically consist of jobs with an 

origin, where the unit load is waiting for service, and a destination, where the unit load needs to be 

moved to. Between the jobs the RT’s traverse a certain distance empty. In all this results in a certain 
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distance the RT’s need to traverse to service a certain number of jobs. One way to increase the 

productivity of the RT’s, defined as the amount of jobs they process per time unit, thereby 

decreasing operational expenditure, is to minimize the required distance to service all jobs. One way 

to do this is to minimize the distance between the origin and destination of jobs e.g. implement 

storage- and truck-dock allocation strategies aimed at minimizing these distances. These methods 

however have been extensively researched by the academic world therefore it is unlikely any 

contribution could be made. 

Another method is to minimize the distance traversed empty between jobs. This can be achieved 

by carefully interleaving put-away, retrieval and replenishment jobs. The case company already 

implemented a method to achieve this but it proved ineffective as it required RT’s to always return 

with a retrieval upon performing a put-away and vice versa. Under the current dispatching control 

system for allocating individual jobs to individual RT’s the (non-value adding) empty distance, or 

dead-heading, comprises more than 52% of total distance traversed. Van Uden wishes to reduce the 

dead-heading in its unit load process as to increase the productivity thereby decreasing operational 

expenditure. This calls for an analysis and redesign of the scheduling decision making of the WMS. 

Since the RT’s are human operated, there is a direct link between human performance and 

system performance. The case company is aware of individual differences across individuals but has 

no insight into the extent to which individuals differ and therefore no means to steer performance 

along these lines.  

2.4 Literature review and gaps 

Literature on warehousing operations is available in great abundance (Stevens, 2011). There are 

however some possibilities to contribute and fill in some gaps left open. Foremost there is an 

opportunity to apply academic findings in real industrial problems. Many papers use highly stylized 

experiments to test their assumptions such as Le-Ahn et al (2010) who discuss the use of five 

scheduling approaches to vehicle-based internal transport (VBIT) systems. Interestingly this is the 

only recent paper to address non-automated internal transport systems as the vast majority of 

scheduling and travel time research papers focus on automated storage and retrieval systems 

(AS/RS). A further gap in scheduling manual (VBIT) systems is the issue of congestion. Especially when 

demand is released in large contemporaneous batches and the number of vehicles is relative high, as 

is the case at van Uden, congestion may turn out to be a serious threat for feasibility, as also noted 

by De Koster and Yu (2008). 

Gu et al. (2009) argue there is an enormous gap between published warehouse research and the 

warehousing industry. This could be partly due to the abovementioned lack of testing assumptions 

on industrial data or the failure to incorporate the human factor as Bendoly et al. (2006) points out. 

Boudreau (2003) and Bendoly et al. (2006) raise concern to the fact that few researchers explicitly 

take into account the role of humans in OM models. Boudreau (2003) concluded that humans are 

often considered to work at a predictable, stationary rate, unaffected by external influences. It is 

almost trivial to state that this is seldom the case and thus worthwhile looking into.  
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2.5 Research assignment 

The research assignment is stated as follows; To set-up a scheduling method specifically aimed at 

the reduction of dead-heading under lead-time performance and relative priority constraints. 

This research assignment has been translated into two research questions that will guide further 

research; 

1. How to set up a schedule for reach truck operations aimed at reducing dead-heading? 

2. How does the human factor, when significantly present and quantifiable, influence the 

dynamic scheduling performance? 

The first research question is specifically aimed at solving the problem of the case company and 

the solution needs to be applicable. The second research question is more of an academic nature but 

the insights gained could help to better capture the complexity of the first research question and 

potentially drive other insights. 

The research will be divided into two stages; first an empirical research into the human factor 

will provide insights that help to improve the second stage which revolves around developing a 

scheduling model and consecutive simulation. 

To give a sense of the potential gain when moving from a basic dispatching logic to a scheduling 

logic explicitly taking into account dead-heading we can take the early work of Graves et al. (1977) 

who report a 32% decrease in round-trip time, the time to perform two one-way trips and expected 

dead-heading. Further we note here that this research focuses on operational decision making only, 

storage strategies, warehouse lay-out or location, resources and other tactical and strategic decisions 

are out of scope.    

2.6 Research methodology 

The research methodology followed is depicted below in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 Research method 
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2.7 Data collection and analysis 

This section will discuss how data is acquired throughout the report and how and which 

warehouse is selected for analysis and simulation. 

2.7.1 Data mining 

As the database, fed by the WMS, provides an abundant amount of information, data mining will 

be the predominant tool to source for operational data. The database stores almost all information 

regarding the operational process as depicted in Figure 3 Internal warehouse process with respect to 

locations, times, unit load identification etc. A MySQL tool allows for access into the database and 

exportation to MS Excel, the main tool employed for data manipulation. Finally R is used to estimate 

the regression parameters and VBA for simulation purposes. 

2.7.2 Real-time measurement 

For the determination of RT travel times, real-time measurement will be required. Although the 

times between accepting a job and finishing a job are stored in the database, these are unsuitable for 

a concise analysis of travel time composition. Travel time is logically composed of several 

(independent) phases e.g. pick-up (from dock/aisle), travel, put-down (at dock/aisle).  

Based on operator expert opinion average RT drivers shall be selected and their actions 

measured longitudinal and real-time across several job types. The total calculated duration of 

particular jobs can then be checked against the database for validation purposes. 

2.7.3 Warehouse selection 

The Haaften I public warehouse is selected for analysis and as the primary source for model 

input as it houses most supporting staff functions which enable easy access to much important input. 

Further Haaften I is considered representative for other van Uden warehouses. The scale of 

operations at Haaften I is also the largest which would entail any research outcome to have the 

largest absolute effect on e.g. operational expenditures. Further a cursory analysis of Haaften I 

revealed it was well suited for improvement by advanced unit load scheduling aiming at a reduction 

of dead-heading due to the nature of the operations, majority unit load, contemporaneous put-away 

and retrieval and an U-shaped warehouse layout (Bartholdi and Hackman, 2011).  
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3 Problem analysis 

This chapter will discuss the problems regarding the productivity of unit load operations at the 

case company in more detail. Although the analysis has been carried out at a single van Uden 

warehouse site, it must be noted here the discussion below applies to all van Uden warehouses as 

the unit load operations are controlled with identical decision making. First section 3.1 will in depth 

discuss the productivity constraint of dead-heading in more detail. Section 3.2 will discuss possible 

causes, notably the current job-resource allocation decision making. Section 3.3 will discuss the order 

arrival process which has a high impact on feasible solutions. Section 3.4 discusses the performance 

metrics under which the current and future system should operate.  

3.1 Dead-heading 

As cursory discussed in section 2.3 the empty, non-value adding, distance traversed between 

jobs or dead-heading comprises the slight majority of total distance traversed as is depicted in Figure 

5 below. Figure 5 depicts the empty vs. full distance traversed per week in kilometres over weeks 26-

39 of 2011. As can be clearly observed empty travel is consistently higher. 

 

Figure 5 Empty and full kilometres traversed during weeks 26-39 of 2011 

The productivity of unit load operations is therefore severely constrained as travel, in typical 

warehouse settings, accounts for 50% (De Koster et al. 2007) of an order pickers time. Reducing 

dead-heading would directly increase productivity and therefore again decrease the amount of 

workers and material required. 

3.2 Reach truck control 

Reach truck control is defined as all the (arbitrairy) decisions leading up to the actual allocation 

of RT’s to jobs over the course of a working day. In the following we shall describe the current control 

mechanism which results in the amount of dead-heading described in the previous section. 

The control over reach trucks can be divided into two parts, the daily arbitrary allocation of RT’s 
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warehouse, Haaften I, is as previously discussed a public warehouse, servicing several customers. 

Customers are also referred to as families and the goods of a single family are grouped together as 

these are often received and requested together. Further the activities performed by RT’s can be 

roughly divided into three types, put-away, retrieval and replenishments.  

The arbitrary allocation is performed by the operators overseeing the warehouse with respect to 

workload and available workforce. They continuously monitor the system and aim to meet the lead-

time performance criteria and keep all RT’s occupied. They have several “dials” at their disposal to 

control the system. Most important is the moment of releasing work onto the floor and the coupling 

of RT’s to specific product families and activities. The total amount of work and available workforce is 

a given to them.    

Once allocated to specific families and activities, RT’s operate under a basic dispatching 

procedure triggered by jobs released. These jobs have two characteristics used in the decision 

making; priority and timestamp. Priority pertains to the activity type. Replenishments have the 

highest priority as these imply idle time of carton-pick-from-pallet pickers which is considered costly 

and of great impact on lead-time performance. The second highest priority is given to retrieval 

orders as these have a direct impact on lead time performance. The lowest priority is given to put-

away orders as these have no direct effect on lead time performance. The timestamp is used to 

differentiate between orders of the same type. Thus as a RT completes a job, the RT is allocated to 

the job with highest priority and awaiting service the longest. This job must be of the family and type 

for which the RT is allowed. 

3.3 The order arrival process 

The driver for the unit load processes are the customer orders. On average 3.700 orders are 

released daily with a minimum and maximum of 2.000 and 4.600 respectively. Customer orders can 

be separated into three categories, each with unique release characteristics, being put-away, 

replenishment and retrieval.  

Put-away orders are released into the system by inbound inspectors “clearing” incoming loads. 

The release moment is beyond the immediate control of Van Uden operators, but can be steered by 

assigning inbound inspectors to clear specific loads. Put-away orders have their origin on the staging 

area’s behind the docks to which the trucks were allocated for unloading. The decision which truck to 

unload at which dock is performed by use of expert opinion and takes into account the location of 

storage area’s for the respective goods, dock availability, congestion issues etc. Put-away orders have 

on the whole the lowest priority as it’s has no direct impact on lead time performance. However, it is 

beneficial to put-away incoming loads to storage as fast as possible to retain maximum dock 

flexibility and thus free capacity for other operations. 

Retrieval orders are released by the operators. This decision is made using expert opinion on the 

due date of orders, e.g. when the trucks arrive for loading assembled orders. Further dock availability 

and goods location are taken into account when making the decision where to stage retrieval orders. 

Retrieval orders have the second highest priority as they have a direct impact on lead time 

performance. On the whole the waiting of trucks is considered most costly, resulting in releasing 

orders for retrieval very early which in turn results in long occupation of desirable docks (e.g. close to 
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fast moving goods). On the whole retrieval orders are released an average 5 hours in advance of 

actual loading. 

Replenishment orders are triggered by carton-pick-from-pallet pickers and are released 

immediately and beyond the control of the operators. Replenishment orders have the highest 

priority as they have a direct impact on lead time performance and imply a picker stands idle. 

Figure 6 below depicts the order arrival averaged over a five day period. As can be clearly 

observed the arrival pattern is highly dynamic. The degree-of-dynamism or ��� (Lund et al. 1996) is a 

means to assess the dynamism and classify it. The ��� is defined as how much input of a problem 

changes over time; 

��� = �����		��	������		������������	����		��		������� 	 
The dynamic requests are defined as those requests that arrive without prior knowledge. Thus in 

the case of Haaften I the ��� is very high, close to one, as there is almost no information on the 

arrival of jobs that can be used to make scheduling decisions in advance. We must note here that 

since we deal with an order release predominantly in batches, during the day we do have prior 

information on requests to be fulfilled. However, this is only true for periods of time and, more 

importantly, replenishment requests always arrive dynamically and have the highest priority 

requiring immediate servicing, again negating a less myopic approach. As one can imagine 

recognizing this level of dynamism plays a prominent role in selecting appropriate models and 

algorithms to address the scheduling problem. Below Figure 6 depicts the five day aggregate order 

arrival process over the working day from 06- to 00:00hours.   

 

Figure 6 Order arrival rate per 15min windows over the working-day 
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3.4 Performance metrics 

Performance metrics allow us to make statements on the performance of the unit load 

processes and decision making performance. By discussing the relevant performance metrics with 

several organisational members we were able to identify and operationalize three performance 

metrics suitable to effectively and objectively measure performance. First the whole aim of this 

research is to increase productivity by decreasing dead-heading. We aim to at least have RT’s 

traverse more distance full than empty. Second we must respect the lead-time performance 

constraints. This foremost applies to replenishment and retrieval jobs. Replenishments must be 

serviced within ten minutes, retrievals must be serviced prior to their deadline.  

Table 1 Performance metrics 

Performance metric Measure Target 

Dead-heading Empty distance traversed Minimize 

Lead-time performance Replenishments < 10min >98% 

 Retrievals < deadline >98% 

Unfortunately the WMS does not provide the data required to measure the performance of the 

current system with respect to lead time performance.    
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4 The human factor 

This chapter will cover the empirical research part of this thesis, the investigation of the human 

factor in the unit load operations at the case company. The structure of this chapter closely follows 

the consecutive steps when conducting empirical research. First we shall further introduce this 

chapter in section 4.1, discussing the problem and purpose of this chapter. Section 4.2 will discuss 

the theoretical background and any assumptions we had to make. Then section 4.3 will present the 

hypothesis and discuss the variables used. Section 4.4 will cover the operational definitions and 

measurement of the variables. Section 4.5 will present the overall research design. Then section 4.6 

will discuss the sampling decisions made and instrumentation to prepare the dataset for analysis. 

Section 4.7 will discuss the data analysis method chosen and the results found. Finally section 4.8 will 

discuss the findings and implications for later research. 

4.1 Introduction 

Bendoly and Prietula (2008) investigate the relationship between workload, motivation and 

performance in operational tasks with skill as a moderating variable. We wish to test their findings, 

most notably an inverted U-relationship between workload and work completion rate, in an 

industrial setting. Further we wish to learn from this empirical research by better capturing human 

behaviour to increase the validity of the later simulation study thereby responding to the work of 

Juran and Schruben (2004). They incorporate worker personality and demographic information for 

improving simulations predictive power. 

We choose to use historical data rather than traditional time studies for several reasons, also see 

Barnes, 1968. The obvious and biggest advantage is that the effort to accumulate large samples is 

limited as opposed to time studies. As we expect the effect sizes not to be very large, we require 

large sample sizes to establish a significant relationship. An advantage is that time studies may 

distort normal operating conditions; the well known Hawthorne effect is avoided. Measurement 

errors are also low opposed to time studies, particularly in unit load operations. The inherent 

disadvantage of this approach is that we cannot control variables. We aim to mitigate the effects of 

these (moderating) variables by using large sample sizes. 
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4.2 Theoretical background and assumptions 

The aforementioned research by Bendoly and Prietula (2008) revolves around the following 

conceptual model depicted in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 Conceptual model workload - task performance 

Without going into too much detail, their study used the length of a work queue as a proxy for 

workload, which they hypothesized, would influence worker motivation, by a similar mechanism as 

with goal setting theory, to complete operational tasks as quickly as possible. The skill level of each 

participant was assessed and used as a moderating variable between workload and motivation and 

on overall task performance. Further Larco (2011) found that the work pace of individuals varied less 

when set a more difficult goal. Even more so than a mean performance increase operations 

management models benefit from a decrease in processing time variability, see for instance Hopp 

and Spearman (2008) on the effect of arrival and processing time variability on throughput times. 

We assume that motivation is the mediating variable between workload and performance. 

Motivation is defined as “the contemporary influence on direction, vigor and persistence of action” 

(Atkinson, 1964). We must make this assumption as the study is based on historical data which do 

not capture a concept such as motivation. 

The number of RT’s active is not constant over the day or week and this might have an impact on 

the perceived work pressure. Unfortunately the number of active RT’s could not be determined ex-

post, most notably due to the fact that many workers are cross-trained and switch between 

activities, or RT drivers are hired for short periods of time in peak workload periods only. We 

therefore assume the influence of the number of RT’s on the perceived workload of the individual as 

negligible. 

4.3 Experimental hypothesis and variables 

All empirical research starts by stating what we expect to find. Our experimental hypothesis for 

this section is; workload has a significant and quantifiable effect on individual performance, both in 

terms of mean and work pace variability. Skill level has a moderating effect on this relationship. 

Thus the independent variable in this case is workload, the dependent variable is individual 

performance. How these are operationalized is discussed later. To confirm or reject our hypothesis 

we formulate several research guiding questions, that, if answered, could confirm or reject our 

hypothesis. As we deal with historical data we have many options to operationalize our concepts. We 
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therefore search for the optimal proxy’s and levels of aggregation to capture the relationships 

between our variables. 

- What is the best proxy for workload? 

- How to define performance? 

- What is the best level of aggregation? 

- How does workload influence the performance in absolute and variability terms?  

4.4 Operational definitions and measurement 

As stated before we make use of historical data exclusively. The origin of the historical data 

requires a brief explanation. The warehouse management system (WMS) communicates with the 

individual workers via wireless scanners and a barcode system. Each individual location, staging area 

and unit load has a unique bar code. The WMS registers and stores each scan of a barcode a RT 

driver makes. This allows us to extract so called jobtrails. These jobtrails, see Appendix F for an 

example, contain all information on time and location where scans took place and thus enable us to 

completely reconstruct the activities performed by a RT driver. Further the WMS stores all 

information pertaining to the release of jobs onto the work floor containing e.g. release time, 

location, due dates. 

4.4.1 Workload 

Workload is a rather broad concept. We are interested in the end in the effect of the perception 

of a certain workload. Over the year the workload at Haaften I varies to some extent as can be seen 

in Figure 8 below. Here the cumulative released orders per day are given. The coefficient of variation 

over the overall workload is 0,14 indicating low variability. The workload is normally distributed, see 

Appendix C Distributions fitting.  

 

Figure 8 Workload per day over 2010 
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We are unfortunately unable to reconstruct the work queue at a give moment in time ex-post 

and thus have to use the cumulative released work per time period as a proxy for the workload. 

4.4.2 Individual performance 

Intuitively one would seek a measure for performance such as number of competed jobs/period. 

However the system at hand does not offer the same amount or type of work to each individual. 

Therefore we are forced to compare each individual to a certain objective norm per job. We shall 

elaborate on this norm in section 4.6.3. on instrumentation, here we wish to restrict our explanation.  

The norm is constructed on the level of an individual job. As stated before we have detailed 

information on each individual job performed by a RT driver. We know each location, storage height 

etc. This allows us to construct a norm time per job. We can then compare the time it took the RT 

driver to this norm time and thus asses his performance relative to this norm. This allows us to 

compare individual RT drivers in an objective and fair manner. The norm time is elaborated on in 

section 4.6.3 on instrumentation. 

4.4.3 Skill 

The operators overseeing all RT drivers at Haaften I have a good insight into the skill of each RT 

driver. Skill is defined as the composite maximum capacity to perform a job (Larco, 2011). In the 

setting of unit load operations we can operationalize this as the maximum attainable number of jobs 

completed at a sufficient quality level given an equal and adequate supply of jobs. 

We interviewed the operators and had them assess each RT driver to be included in the sample 

and rate them as having either a low, medium or high skill level. 

4.5 Research design 

To analyse the human factor we will conduct a linear model analysis. However the structure of 

the data is such that measurements are embedded in individual drivers. This means that 

measurements for a given participant are more related to each other than to measurements from 

other participants. For this reason we must conduct multilevel linear modeling analysis as the 

independence of measurements assumption is clearly violated. In multilevel linear modelling we can 

model the structure of the data explicitly such that the intercept and slope are allowed to vary 

according to the individual participant.  

Multilevel implies separate levels are used to model the regression function. The highest level, 

level 0, corresponds to a single day, the time unit. One level deeper, level 1, corresponds to an 

individual driver whom may react differently to the treatment than other drivers e.g. depending on 

his assessed skill level. 

4.6 Sampling and instrumentation 

This section will cover the sampling decisions made, the dealing with outliers and the 

instrumentation used to create datasets prepared for the multilevel regression in the next section. 
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4.6.1 Sample initial criteria 

In our sample, we have to control for several important effects. Foremost we wish to have stable 

operating conditions. This implies the time span from which the data in the sample size originates 

saw no major changes in operations. For this reason we were unable to use any data after October 

2011 as a new fleet of RT’s was effectuated. Apart from this no major changes took place since 2008, 

the beginning of data recording.  

Further we wish to avoid any learning effects of RT drivers. We therefore consulted the 

operators overseeing all RT drivers to select 15 out of the 30 RT drivers active that had been in 

service for longer than one year prior to the sample size time span start. These 15 drivers also were 

almost exclusively assigned to unit load operations. Many personnel at Haaften I is cross trained and 

perform alternate activities as well. These 15 included in the sample are dedicated RT drivers. The 

concern leading to this restriction was that effects similar to the learning effect could be present and 

obscure the data if work type performed changes frequently. We further eliminate all Saturdays, 

Sundays and bank holidays as the normal conditions assumption criterion is violated on these days. 

Finally we selected 2010 as this year is reasonably recent, shows all trends common over the 

years and had no major changes to operating conditions. For establishing a relationship between 

workload and performance, we need a longitudinal study. We use the entire year 2010 and all 15 RT 

drivers mentioned earlier. The data set consists of all scan moments a RT driver makes during the 

year, thereby effectively logging all his activities with respect to location, time and jobs types 

serviced. A single RT drivers processes around 40.000 jobs per year. 

4.6.2 Outliers 

Outliers are defined as scores very different from the rest (Field, 2005) and bias the mean and 

inflate the standard deviation. As we are interested in the mean deviation of a particular RT driver 

from the norm time in a specific period facing a certain workload we have to systematically deal with 

outliers which are present beyond doubt in the large historical data sets we intend to use. The 

following will describe three phases in which we clean the raw data and remove outliers. The process 

is entirely automated and equally executed for each individual’s data set. 

First we clean out any corrupt measurements. The data used is composed of the aforementioned 

scan moments of RT drivers. These typically consist of three moments; accepting a job, scanning the 

pallets belonging to the job and ending job service. However drivers may make scan errors, break-off 

jobs, go offline to make repairs etc. Therefore a first stage is removing all corrupt measurements, 

resulting in a loss of around 45% off all pallets movements. 

Since the data came from normal operational conditions, it was influenced by unobserved 

effects. Per activity we can determine values that are unrealistic in any case by observing the 

distribution of cycle times. Based on this we chose to cut-off values below 20sec. and above 400sec. 

for put-away and 500sec for retrieval and replenishment. These values seem rather arbitrary, 

however, as we are particularly interested in the deviation from the norm time (explained in the next 

section) per job we must be careful what we throw away and therefore set the cut-off points rather 

spacious. 
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The third stage only applies to put-away job cycle times and these outliers result from a 

phenomenon called “feeding”. Under certain circumstances RT drivers will be fed pallets by other 

personnel on “walkie pallet trucks” capable of moving three pallets at once. The reason is that by 

doing so the RT only has to lift the pallets and the walkie truck supplies them from the dock. This 

results in unrealistic short cycle times as the WMS is blind to this manipulation. We clean these 

outliers by dividing the distance needed to be traversed by the RT to service a job by the maximum 

speed of the RT. If the cycle time is lower we regard is as an outlier resulting from this feeding 

process. 

These three stages of eliminating outliers reduced the amount of usable jobs for analysis per RT 

driver with on average 50%, thus retaining around 20.000 events per RT driver. 

4.6.3  Instrumentation 

The raw data we extract from the database needs to be refined and normalized to be suited for 

the regressions we want to perform. We already selected the sample drivers, period and dealt with 

outliers. We choose to develop the so-called “norm-time” for each job. This norm time is composed 

of standard components that constitute the servicing of a job, normalized and fitted to a 

representative, average, RT driver. This norm-time would enable us to examine the deviation of the 

historical cycle times from the norm time under influence of the independent variable, workload. 

This further allows us to objectively examine the work pace variability across RT drivers.  

The dependent variables 

As the cycle times observed in the data are heavily dependent upon the characteristics of the job 

we need to control for this as much as possible. Since we know the exact locations (including levels) 

upon the scan moments and performed measurements on the RT drivers operations we are able to 

establish norm times for every job. 

In the sections below the following notation is used; 

��,����  empty travel time from current location to job origin 

���,��  pick up time 

��,����  full travel time from job origin to destination 

� !,��  drop off time 

"#  job origin 

"$  job destination 

�  level in storage aisle 

��  travel time leg � 
%�  length leg � 
�  RT acceleration/deceleration factor 
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&'  RT cruise speed 

�(�  cycle time job " by resource ) 

The cycle time for completing a job " by RT )is composed of the following elements; 

START 

��,����   empty travel time from current location to job origin 

���,��  pick up time comprised of extending arm vertical, extending forks horizontal, 

picking up the pallet, retracting forks, lowering arm, labelling the pallet, 

scanning the pallet and contemplating route. Which of these components 

must be included depends upon the pick-up type � which can be pick up at a 

an aisle at level 1 through 6 or at a dock. For a pick up at a dock a fixed time 

is set 

 ��,����   full travel time from job origin to job destination 

� !,��  drop off time comprised of scanning location, extending arm vertical, 

extending forks horizontal, drop off the pallet, retracting forks, lowering arm 

and confirming drop off. Which of these components must be included 

depends upon the drop off type � which can be drop off at an aisle at level 1 

through 6 or at a dock. For a drop off at a dock a fixed time is set 

STOP 

The drivers operating the RT’s have the ability to perform multiple tasks at once. For this reason 

some time consuming activities described in the AS/RS dominated literature as “dead time” are not 

included explicitly, rather integral to the abovementioned activities. 

Picking-up and dropping-off a load is assumed only to be dependent upon the height of the 

location. For pick-up and drop-off activities within aisles a regression based on actual measurements 

was performed yielding the following relations; 

���,� = 9� + 5           [1] 

� !,� = 8� + 5           [2] 

We took into account that these, and further, measurements are heavily dependent upon the 

operational conditions. We therefore always strived to keep these conditions as natural and 

representative for the real world as possible. We achieved this by consulting expert operators and by 

ensuring that during the measurements conditions regarding load, driver, location etc. were as 

“average” as possible.  

For picking up a load form a dock 15 seconds is maintained, for dropping a load off at a dock 50 

seconds due to labelling activities. Further, upon performing a replenishment the RT driver almost 

always is required to help a picker in stacking pallets which takes an additional 45 seconds.  
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The travel time in-between the locations is somewhat more complex to determine given the 

acceleration and deceleration and the presence of bends in the route. A typical route could yield the 

following abstract speed distance profile. 

 

Figure 9 Speed characteristic 

This particular route is comprised of an acceleration from the pick-up location followed by some 

time at cruise speed, then two consecutive bends which requires the RT to slow down some, then 

again a short time at cruise speed, a single bend followed by a longer time at cruise speed and finally 

the deceleration and halt at the drop-off location. 

Firstly, any route is composed of several legs � as explained in appendix A. Travel time required 

for traversing these legs are calculated incorporating the acceleration and deceleration 

characteristics of the RT’s with use of the following formula; 

��.%�/ = 022345 		��	0 ≤ %� ≤ 89:5895 + 3489 	��	%� ≥ 89:5
<        [3] 

Where � is the transportation time across a leg of length %. An acceleration/deceleration factor � is determined based on the equipment used under empty and full load. The cruise speed &' is 

taken from the equipment settings.   

Towards bends the RT’s decelerate but not to 0 as implicated by this approach, rather to 1-

1,5m/s and then accelerate again. For sake of complexity we incorporate this by deducting a fixed 

amount of time for each bend as we are consistently above reality in our approach. We do 

distinguish between taking a bend with and without a load. Repeated measurements were taken to 

establish the amount of time which should be subtracted. 

Finally we sum the ��’s for each leg and as such compose ��,����(  and ��,����. Then the basic 

formula for determining the cycle-time of a job " by a RT ) is as follows 

�(� = ��,����( + ���,� + ��,���� + � !,�       [4] 

The norm time is tweaked to match the performance of a RT driver considered representative by 

the operators. As one could expect, due to the unobserved effects the deviation from the norm time 
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is Gamma distributed, see Appendix C Distributions fitting. Despite the unobserved effects, we 

assume the majority of cycle times do not include unobserved effects, e.g. the RT drivers operates 

without interruption most of the time. We therefore tweaked the travel time function by observing 

the frequency plot in deviation from the norm and ensuring the mean lies around a deviation close to 

zero. This implies the travel time function is accurate in most cases but in general on the low side due 

to the unobserved effects. 

Finally we take the relative difference, in percentages, between the historical cycle time and the 

norm cycle time. As to measure the variance we use the standard deviation over the deviation from 

the norm in a given period. Since we already normalized all measurements the standard deviation 

suffices in assessing any in- or decrease in variance. 

The independent variable 

 The previous section discussed how we generated the dependent variables with regard to the 

length and variability. This section will discuss how we dealt with the independent variables by 

transforming them into factors. 

We aim to investigate the influence of the workload on the performance of the RT drivers. 

Workload is a rather broad term. In this context we define the workload as the total number of jobs 

that need servicing within a given period. As stated before, our time-scale is in days thus we define 

the workload as the total number of jobs that required service on a daily level
1
. We also differentiate 

between put-away, retrieval and replenishment to further discretize and enable the investigation of 

individual activities. We factor the workload by a quintile distribution into five factors
2
 being low, 

medium, low-high, medium-high and high-high. The reason for further dividing the high workload is 

that we expect a non-linear increase as the workload builds, possibly an inverted U-shape 

relationship.  

Table 2 below gives an overview of the factors with their respective range. 

Table 2 Workload in factors 

Workload Percentage 

Low x<33% 

Medium 33%<x<66% 

Low-high 66%<x<77% 

Medium-high 77%<x<88% 

High-high 88%<x 

                                                           
1
 Further discretizing into periods between breaks did not yield significant results, see appendix D for 

details  
2
 Further discretizing workload to possibly uncover the inverted u shape relationship between workload 

and performance did not yield to significant results as too few data points remained, see appendix D for details. 
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4.7 Data analysis 

The previous sections each described the key elements leading up to the actual analysis of the 

data. Below we define the multilevel regression model used to analyse the datasets. The notation 

used is derived from Albright and Marinova (2010) 

Dependent variables; 

�=(,� : deviation from the norm time at period ) for driver " 
�=(,� : standard deviation in deviation from the norm time at period ) for driver " 
Independent variables; 

>�(' : dummy variable that equals 1 if workload � is present during period ) and 0 

otherwise. Note that �=2,3,4,5 (�=1 is the default)  

�)�� :  dummy variable that equals 1 if skill level ? applies to driver " and 0 

otherwise. Note that ?=2,3 (?=1 is the default) 

Indices; 

�(  : index variable indicating the workload in period ). If �(=1, the workload is 

low, if �(=2, the workload is medium, if �(=3 the workload is low-high, if �(=4 the workload is 

medium-high, if �(=5 the workload is high-high 

?�   : index variable indicating the skill level of driver ". If ?�=1, the skill level is low, 

if ?�=2, the skill level is medium, if ?�=3 the skill level is high  

Estimation parameters; 

@5,� : parameter to be estimated for the "th driver; �=0 refers to intercept 

estimate, �=1 refers to slope intercept 

AB,� :  parameter to be estimated for the "th driver; �=0 refers to intercept 

estimate, �=1 refers to slope intercept 

Error terms; 

��,�,( : random term in the model associated with the )th period and driver " 
�C,� : random term associated with the intercept of the model that depends on 

driver " 
�D,� : random term associated with the slope of the model that depends on driver " 
We define the hierarchical model as follows: 

Level 0: period ) 

�=(,� = @C,� + @D,�>��' + �(,�        [5] 
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This represents the effect of the workload on either the deviation of the historical cycle time 

from the norm or the standard deviation over the deviation from the norm. 

Level 1: driver " 
@C,� = AC,C + AC,D�)�� + �C,�        [6] 

@D,� = AD,C + AD,D�)�� + �D,�        [7] 

By substituting the model on level 1 into the model on level 0 we get; 

�=(,� = AC,C + AC,D>��' + AD,C�)�� + �C,� + �D,��)�� + �(,�     [8] 

Note we can substitute �=(,� by �=(,�  to analyse the effect on the standard deviation under the 

same independent variables 

4.8 Results 

Below we present the results of the regressions run separately for the three activities with either 

the deviation from the norm or the standard deviation as the dependent variable. The intercept 

corresponds with low workload and low skill due to the factorial design. Note the values are 

represent the percentages in deviation from the norm. In Table 3 below the results are shown on 

whether workload has a significant impact on the performance of individual RT drivers.  

Table 3 Performance under workload 

Mean Coeff 

Fixed effects factors Put-away Retrieval Replenishment 

Intercept 64,81* 69,61* 59,37* 

Workload medium -0,97 0,37 0,52 

Workload low-high -1,51 -0,35 1,00 

Workload medium-high -2,75* 2,12 -0,91 

Workload high-high -3,49* 0,48 -0,14 

Skill average -11,16* -14,18* -12,63* 

Skill high -20,17* -22,53* -24,16* 

*Indicates a significant result at ? < 0,05 

As we can observe, only for put-away activities does the workload have a significant but modest 

impact on performance. On average a driver will perform jobs 2.75% faster under medium-high 

workload and 3,49% faster under high-high workload. Further a medium skill level increases 

performance with on average 11,16% whereas highly skilled drivers perform 20% better compared to 

a low skilled driver. In this regard there is little difference across activities.  

But next to the overall effects we are further interested in the moderating effect of skill on the 

relationship between workload and performance and the differences between drivers. Appendix D 

contains the details on the individual differences on which the following results are based.  
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Figure 10 below has been created by grouping the drivers into three categories, slow, moderate 

and fast, based on their cycle-time intercept. Note the Y-axis is scaled to reveal and amplify the 

differences between the three categories.  The intercept has been used as it proved the assessed skill 

levels by the operators did not yield any significant results, this could be due to the fact that the 

operators were asked to give their general opinion on the skill level of drivers, including quality 

aspects and not focus on speed only.  

 

Figure 10 Mediating effect of skill level on put-away activities 

 Clearly RT drivers with a high skill level (short cycle-time) tend to react to the workload much 

stronger in the sense that they perform much better, on average, as workload builds. This effect 

decreases as the skill level decreases, drivers with a high average cycle-time show almost no increase 

in performance as workload builds.  

Table 4 Variance under workload 

Standard deviation Coeff 

Fixed effects factors Put-away Retrieval Replenishment 

Intercept 51,80* 44,90* 34,62* 

Workload medium 0,92 1,84* 0,29 

Workload low-high 1,00 1,24 1,54 

Workload medium-high 1,42 2,69* 0,17 

Workload high-high 0,85 1,42 0,82 

Skill average -1,10 1,05 -3,10 

Skill high -5,32 -6,53 -6,4* 

*Indicates a significant result at ? < 0,05 

As for the variance, no significant and consistent effects seem present. Only for replenishment 

activities it seems the work pace variability is significantly lower with highly skilled RT drivers. 
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4.9 Discussion 

We chose to use strictly historical data to investigate the relationship between workload and 

performance and found only for put-away activities the performance increased as workload builds, 

for retrieval and replenishment activities no relationship was found. We assume the reason for this is 

the clear cue RT drivers get when the workload for put-away activities builds, the staging area’s are 

full. The queue with put-away work clearly builds with a building workload and this queue is clearly 

visible and easily interpretable. For replenishments and retrieval such a queue is lacking, the unit 

loads are spread over the storage area and currently the RT driver is not provided with any insight 

into the workload for such activities as clearly as with put-away. We could not establish any decrease 

in performance as workload is further discretized thus the inverted U relationship between workload 

and performance was not established.   

Further we found individual workers respond the most to the workload on a daily level. Although 

workload is not spread evenly over the day and one would expect further discretizing to yield better 

results we could not establish this. When choosing a higher aggregation level e.g. weeks and months, 

the effects are similar albeit less strong. It seems workers have a fixed perception of workload that 

holds the entire day. Peaks in workload during that day do not seem to affect his performance.  

The moderating effect of skill level could not be established, however, when using the cycle-time 

intercept as a proxy for skill level, thus focussing only on speed, we did find an interesting result. In 

these terms higher skilled RT drivers react stronger to the workload e.g. perform higher. The 

mechanism we assume is responsible for this effect is that the peak-motivation and individual may 

exert is depended upon the perception of a certain workload relative to his individual skill levels 

(Bendoly and Prietula, 2008). As the skill level get’s lower the impact of workload on performance 

levels off.   

No increase or decrease in variability with regard to the work pace was found as workload levels 

varied, this is in itself an interesting result, as it seems the workers remain the same work-pace 

regardless of workload. From an OM standpoint this is the second best result we could hope for as 

variability in any case did not increase. In the following chapters we can therefore be a little more 

confident that a single model to represent worker variability is a valid assumption across varying 

system states.    
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5 Scheduling model development 

This chapter will cover the design oriented part of this research. The aim is to develop a model 

capable of scheduling the unit load operations, increasing its productivity by decreasing the amount 

of dead-heading, under lead-time constraints. We note that we do not aim for a precise simulation of 

activities and operational expenditure but rather to provide general insights whether such a 

scheduling approach is feasible for Van Uden, and specifically at Haaften I. Section 5.1 will give a 

conceptual description of the scheduling model which will later on ease the translation into the 

mathematical model. Secion 5.2 will present our assumptions for the model. Section 5.3 will present 

the actual mathematical model.  

5.1 Conceptual model 

Of major impact on the feasibility of any scheduling method is the arrival process of jobs. Recall 

the arrival process of jobs has a degree of dynamism equal to 1 at Haaften I, thus no prior 

information is available which can be used to construct a schedule. This implies in scheduling terms 

that one can only reasonably schedule on a myopic time scale e.g. scheduling only the next job to be 

completed. We intend to extend on existing research by Le-Ahn et al. (2010) and Fleischmann et al. 

(2004) on dynamic vehicle routing. They found an assignment algorithm, that updates at every 

relevant event performs well under a highly dynamic job arrival process. 

The aim of the assignment algorithm in the end is to make savings on empty distance between 

the consecutive jobs serviced by the resources. Below Figure 11 depicts the job-resource assignment 

decision where the hatched sections indicate dead-heading. Consider that at planning moment P1 a 

resource is servicing job �, we know the jobs destination, denoted by �$, and have an expectation 

regarding the moment the resource will finish servicing job � here. Of all jobs in the queue we now 

assign a job to the resource that is both urgent relative to the other jobs and has its origin, denoted 

by "# in close proximity to �$. We do this for all resources and all jobs and thereby optimize the job-

resource allocation in terms of urgency and efficiency. Recall from section 4.6.3 each job consists of a 

pick-up, travel and drop-off activity dependent upon the jobs characteristics. The planning moments 

P1 and P2 depend on the events occurring as explained in the following.    

 

Figure 11 Planning moments 

The assignment of jobs to RT’s follows a basic assignment algorithm depicted in Figure 12 below. 

The whole process is triggered by the arrival of new jobs and information on the status of the 

resources. If a new job arrives, the entire allocation of jobs to resources is revised. Thus every idle 

resource gets assigned a job and starts to execute it immediately, every busy resource gets assigned 

one job to be executed after finishing its current job. If a resource finishes its current job it either 
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gets a new job or stands idle. It could happen that no new jobs arrived for a period longer than it 

takes any resource to finish its current and next-scheduled job but unassigned jobs did remain after 

the last revision. This case could also trigger the revision of the allocation of jobs to resources.  

 

Figure 12 Assignment algorithm 

On both urgency, time remaining until a job’s due time, and empty distance, time required to 

traverse the empty distance, dimensions costs can be defined which allows us to make an optimal 

job-resource allocation decision in every situation. The determination of these costs is further 

discussed in section 5.3.1. Once these costs are established, the whole problem breaks down into a 

basic linear assignment problem. 

One can imagine the job-resource allocation needs be revised very frequently in the case of 

Haaften I, with on average 5000 jobs arriving each day that are serviced by a maximum of 13 active 

RT’s. This requires a relative fast method to optimally allocate jobs to resources to prevent any 

stagnation of the operational process. The method chosen to solve the problem in due time is 

discussed in section 5.3.2.  
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5.2 Assumptions regarding the conceptual model 

The following assumptions are made regarding the RT operations; 

1. Deadlocks
3
 do not occur. 

2. RT’s do not suffer breakdowns. 

3. All RTs have unit load capacity. 

4. RT’s wait at their last drop-off location. 

5. RT drivers choose the shortest path for each job. 

6. Retrieval due-dates are a deterministic five hours after release onto the work floor. 

7. Workers start their shift and after each break at their dwell point. 

8. All work is completed on the day it is released 

9. A constant number of RT’s are active over the whole day 

10. Shift switch at 15:00hours is treated as a break. 

11. RT’s can always pick-up a put-away order.  

5.3 Mathematical model 

This section will present the model as used in the simulation study. First we discuss how we 

establish the costs of assigning a job to a resource in section 5.3.1. Then we discuss the basic 

approach to allocate actual jobs to resources based on these costs.  

5.3.1 Cost determination 

Recall the determination of the cycle-times in section 4.6.3. Here we presented a way to 

determine the distance between each location and the cycle-time required for each job. We use 

these insights in this section again, but now to determine the relative costs each resource “makes” to 

service each job.  

Table 5 Cost matrix below summarizes the whole method for determining the relative costs 

between all jobs and resources. Each case is separately discussed in the following. 

Table 5 Cost matrix 

 " ∈ � " ∈ �G ) ∈ H Case 1; 

Order " is assigned to RT ) to be served next 

Case 2; 

RT ) is waiting at its last delivery 

location �(� = �'5�I �(� = ��!J ) ∈ HG Case 3; 

Order " is postponed 

Case 4; 

�(� = ��KL�IJM �(� = 0 

                                                           
3
 Although in the situation under investigation RT’s cannot pass each other within an aisle, as the RT are 

man operated they can adapt and thus avoid deadlocks, see De Koster et al. 2004. 
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Note that depending on the ratio between released jobs in the queue and number of RT’s active, 

dummy jobs " ∈ �G and dummy RT’s ) ∈ HG must be created. At any moment the number of 

(dummy) jobs and (dummy) RT’s must be equal, thus H + HG = � and � + �G = H.  

Case 1; 

In this case we only consider actual jobs and resources,  ) ∈ H and " ∈ �. As discussed before 

we know of each RT it’s current location (if idle) or the location at which it will finish servicing its 

current job, denoted by �($. Of all jobs we know their origin "# and destination "$ and due time ��,�. 

Further we know at what time any RT can start servicing any job based on the expected cycle-time 

left on its current job and expected time required to traverse the distance to the origin of the job, 

denoted by N�(. Finally we know the due-time of each job, denoted by ��,�. Thus we are able to 

calculate the costs of servicing job " by resource ), denoted by �'5�I,(,� with the following formula; 

�'5�I,(,� = ��'�OM�����( + ����������( + � ��5M��PQN�( − ��,�, 0ST		∀�, " ∈ �, ∀) ∈ H [9] 

Where ��'�OM, ����� and � ��5M are values to be determined in simulation to represent the 

arbitrary trade-off between urgency and efficiency. Time unit is in seconds. 

We add the cost for the distance to be traversed full to enable incorporation of shortest 

processing time (SPT), a heuristic known to minimize the average flow time defined as the period 

required to complete a specific amount of work. Fleischmann et al. (2004) found the costs for delay 

to yield better results if represented as quadratic function. The delay term adds cost to the job-

resource allocation if jobs become delayed and ensures the resource that can minimize the delay is 

allocated to the delayed job. 

Case 2; 

In case 2 there are more resources than jobs thus dummy jobs are created. As stated before we 

wish to address the specific problem of congestion as this approach could cause serious congestion 

issues (De Koster and Yu, 2008) which is in turn a serious threat to feasibility of such an approach. 

Contrary to the research up to this point we therefore choose to have each RT to have an area of 

preference. Appendix B reveals the lay-out of Haaften I which eases interpretation of the following.  

Basically we wish to avoid RT’s to concentrate themselves and thus cause congestion which is 

detrimental for performance. One way to achieve this is to maximize the spread of RT’s over the halls 

which, due to the costs associated with dead-heading, is maintained to some extend by the 

allocation method. To achieve this spread we define for each RT a dwell point in the centre of each 

hall. After each break and at the beginning of a shift we assume RT’s to start from this dwell point 

and are thus allocated accordingly e.g. inducing a forced spread at the start of each break and shift. 

The RT dwell points are uniformly distributed over the halls.  

Further, as in case 2, when there are less jobs than resources, we allocate these jobs to 

resources not in their hall of preference, thereby maintaining spread. We achieve this by setting 

unattractiveness costs.  

��!J,(,�� = V5000	��	�($ 	 ∉ �(C0	��ℎ�	>��� <           [10] 
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Where �(C is here used to refer to the hall within which the dwell point lies. Consider a RT not 

located in his hall of preference and a RT located in his hall of preference, both standing idle. A job is 

released, and thus a dummy job is created, and both have the same relative costs to the actual job, 

as explained in case 1. The RT located in his hall of preference get’s assigned the dummy job to a cost 

of 0, which is very attractive as explained in the following section. The RT not located in his hall of 

preference will get the dummy job to a cost of 5000 and thus gets allocated to the actual job which 

has significant lower cost that the dummy. This policy increases the chance of each resource to 

return to it’s hall of preference during periods with low workload.  Note that the value for ��!J in 

such a case must dominate the cost of case 1 for a feasible allocation. 

Case 3; 

In case 3 there are more jobs than resources thus dummy resources are created. Here we wish 

to postpone jobs with low urgency, e.g. with a large amount of time left until their due-time. The 

more urgent the less desirable it becomes to postpone them.  

��KL�IJM,� = 0 0∞JZ[\Q�],^$O_S:
< ��	��KL < Q��,� − �JST	��	�J > ��,���	��ℎ�	>��� , ∀" ∈ �     [11] 

Where ��KL = 20 ∙ 10c and �J is the current time. The time unit is in seconds and since the 

maximum time between release and due time is 5 hours or 18.000 seconds ��KL is set at  12 ∙ 10c 

the equivalent once squared to one hour. The mechanism is the same as in case 2. Here jobs that are 

more than one hour away from their due time are postponed by allocating them to a dummy 

resource at cost 0. If a job has become already late it may never be postponed and thus attains an 

“infinity” high value, in our case a sufficiently high arbitrary value. For all other jobs postponement 

depends on their relative time until their due time. As in case 2, the cost for case 3 should dominate 

that of case 1. 

Case 4; irrelevant for obvious reasons 

5.3.2 LAPJV algorithm 

Now we have the means to create a full dense matrix of all jobs and all RT’s and find an optimal 

combination. The assignment problem we face can be formulated as a basic linear problem; 

��dd�(�P(�I
�eD

I
�eD  

Where P(� denotes job " is performed by resource ) and �(� the cost associated with job " being 

serviced by vehicle ).  

Subject to; 

dP(�I
�eD = 1, .� = 1,2,… , / 
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dP(�I
(eD = 1, ." = 1,2, … , / 
P(� ∈ g0,1h, .�, " = 1,2,… , / 

The first constraint ensures every job is assigned to one RT, the second constraint that every RT 

is assigned to one job.  

The actual assignment of RT’s to jobs is solved with the Linear Assignment Problem algorithm by 

Jonker and Volgenant (LAPJV) (Jonker and Volgenant, 1987). This algorithm requires only ms to solve 

the largest of instances and would therefore be suitable for actual implementation purposes. 

6 Model solving 

In this section we will discuss the experimental design and simulation results for various 

scenarios. First, section 6.1 will cover the model input. Section 6.2 discusses the experimental design. 

Then section 6.3 will present the simulation result. Finally we shall discuss the simulation results in 

section 6.4.  

6.1 Model input 

According to Law and Kelton (1991) one can classify input factors for a simulation study into 

controllable and uncontrollable factors. Which are which depends on whether they represent actions 

open for management to decide on. Therefore most of our attention will be directed towards the 

controllable factors. However, as we are simulating, everything can be controlled, and it would be 

interesting to get insight how the uncontrollable factors influence the simulation response. 

6.1.1 Uncontrollable input factors 

Jobs 

The driver for any operational process is the arrival rate of jobs. In our case we choose to use a 

so called trace-driven simulation and focus on put-away, retrieval and replenishment jobs exclusively 

as these constitute around 98% of jobs serviced by RT’s. Rather than trying to capture the 

distributions and logic currently employed at Van Uden we use historical “job-trails”. These job-trails 

contain accurate information on the exact release times, down to ms, of jobs and the origins and 

destinations of these jobs.  

The job-trails are however sometimes “damaged” and need repair, we do this by at random 

selecting locations from all allowed possibilities. Since around 10% or records misses either their 

origin or destination or both we must ensure the allowed possibilities are realistic and do not 

significantly change the systems state. 

The job-trail selected is a single week, week 45 of 2011, with an average workload. It consists of 

around 20.000 jobs divided over put-away, retrieval and replenishments according to the typical 

distribution at Van Uden which ensures a large enough sample size. The workload is spread uniformly 

over the five days. 
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Another important aspect of the jobs are the due times. In fact, only for retrieval jobs do these 

exists although not embedded systemically in the job-trail. Analysing the due times reveals that on 

average retrieval batches are released five hours prior to their due time. We take this value and fix 

the due time in a deterministic fashion, this due to the fact that we are unable to identify jobs 

belonging to the same batch and are thus unable to model the due times of batches according to the 

actual underlying Gamma distribution. As for put-away and replenishments, no hard due-times 

exists, we create these artificially as to reflect their respective priorities. For replenishment jobs we 

therefore impose a deadline of ten minutes after their release and for put-away the same five hours 

as for retrieval. The reason for this is that dock availability is hampered by put-away orders remaining 

for long periods of time at the docks. In this regard retrieval and put-away are of equal importance 

hence the equal due time determination. 

Breaks 

Spread out over the day breaks disrupt the process. The break times are a given, we do however 

need to decide how to deal with jobs around the breaks. If a job is accepted by an RT, we check 

whether it can be serviced in due time for the RT driver to begin his break. If not, the job is 

postponed to be serviced after the break. Due to the aforementioned congestion issues we have 

every RT start at his dwell point after every break and at the begin of his shift. At 15:00 hours the two 

shifts switch off. This in not performed in a “hot-seat” fashion where no time is lost, rather this 

process takes around 10 minutes and is therefore considered as a break in our simulation. 

RT and driver characteristics 

The reach trucks have certain characteristics pertaining to their speed, speed in lifting, load 

capacity etc. We consider all of this as given. As the RT is man operated the characteristics of the 

drivers is of importance as well. The driver characteristics manifest themselves through a certain 

distribution across and within the individual driver. We follow the four steps proposed by Law and 

Kelton (1991) in capturing these distributions; 1) gathering data from the field 2) identify the 

distribution that seems to fit the data best 3) estimate the parameters and 4) conduct a goodness-of-

fit test. The results can be found in Appendix C Distributions fitting. 

6.1.2 Controllable input factors 

Number of RT 

Currently Haaften I has 13 RT’s at its disposal. Depending on the workload any number or all of 

these are employed by the operators. There is however no systemic way in which the number of RT’s 

required is controlled. Varying the number of RT’s will have far reaching impact on system 

performance and is therefore of major interest when keeping the workload, released job, equal. 

Relative emphasis on efficiency 

The value for ��'�OM determines the relative emphasize we place on the efficiency of the 

system. Increasing the cost for dead-heading would increase efficiency and we expect it deteriorates 

the lead time performance. We intend to find the optimal value for penalizing dead-heading yielding 

the best results on efficiency and urgency. 
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Shortest Processing Time 

When including the loaded move time a job requires when serviced by a particular resource in 

the job-resource allocation decision, we can introduce the so called shortest processing time (SPT) 

scheduling logic. The SPT rule typically decreases average throughput times and increases resource 

utilization (Hopp and Spearman, 2008). We investigate the effect of the SPT in both the deterministic 

and stochastic simulation. In the latter we explicitly model and schedule with knowledge of the 

individual differences across the RT drivers. 

6.2 Experimental design 

This section discusses the particulars of the parameter settings and scenario’s we wish to 

simulate in order to answer the first research question. If we are able to decrease dead-heading 

while maintaining an acceptable lead-time performance we know we found a feasible way to 

schedule the unit load operations.  

The main focus therefore will be on the so called “efficient frontier” between urgency and 

efficiency. We wish to find out what the relationship is between levels in the reduction in dead-

heading and the lead-time performance at these levels. For this we keep all parameters equal and 

only vary ��'�OM as each combination of this parameter with a fixed value of � ��5M will yield a 

specific point of the efficient frontier. Further we repeat this experiment while varying the number of 

active RT to gain insight in under- and over capacity situations. In exploring the efficient frontier we 

do not incorporate any variance as we aim to find the boundaries of the savings possible and are 

prohibited by the computational effort to run any number of replications as would be required for a 

stochastic simulation.  

After having found the efficient frontier we select the most feasible scenario and introduce the 

appropriate variability in the processing times, see Appendix C, to learn the actual potential of this 

approach. Finally we run several experiments to investigate the impact of including the loaded move 

time in the decision making. The empty move time plus the loaded move time comprises the job time 

and in this scenario the jobs with the shortest processing times are most favourable. We keep the 

ratio between the empty and loaded move cost equal. In the stochastic simulation we explicitly use 

the individual performance differences of the RT drivers to calculate their job times. 

Table 6 Experimental parameters 

��'�OM (empty travel cost/meter) 0,01 – 0.15 (∆= 0,02) 

Reach trucks 11, 12, 13 ����� (full travel cost) 0, 0,08, 0.1 j�k.�/ (across workers) 0, 0,23 j�k.>/ (within workers) 0, 0,45 

As computational time for a single run is approximately one hour, we choose not to run all 

combinations possible, only those that provide additional insight. Our system starts in an empty and 

idle situation every day, this in contrary to many production systems where work-in-process 

inventory is common. This implies a warm-up period is not required to acquire the correct statistical 
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results. Each simulation run is comprised of five consecutive days with a total of 20.000 events 

making up one week. One week is considered a representative and somewhat closed off timeframe 

of sufficient run length for reliable results. For the determination of the number of replications see 

Appendix E.    

6.3 Simulation results 

This section will provide the results of the dynamic scheduling model as discussed in chapter 5. 

The main focus will lie on the feasibility of the approach chosen if implemented at the Haaften I 

warehouse of Van Uden, thereby answering the first research question. Recall that the aim of this 

research for Van Uden is the reduction of operational expenditure by reducing the amount of dead 

heading while respecting the lead time constraints and relative priority between jobs. Section 6.3.1 

will discuss the efficient frontier and under- and overcapacity situations. Section 6.3.2 discussed the 

sensitivity of the scheduling model to the variance in processing times of jobs. Finally section 6.3.3 

will discuss the introduction of the shortest processing time heuristic. In all these results should 

provide management with insights in the effect of the proposed scheduling model.  

6.3.1 Efficient frontier 

Even more than the percentage of dead heading, we are interested in the total reduction in 

traversed distance. In Figure 13  below we therefore depict the absolute savings on dead-heading 

compared to the current dispatching logic. The selected week required a total of 1883km to be 

traversed full implying we would have traversed 2040km empty.   

 

Figure 13 Efficient frontier - percentage late 

We can observe the scheduling model with 11 resources requires around 200km or 10% less 

distance to be traversed than the current system to service all jobs while just respecting the lead 

time performance. 12 resources return a slightly lower efficiency but are clearly within the lead time 

performance bounds. The shape of the frontier might seem counter-intuitive as we have a win-win 

situation rather than a trade-off between urgency (% late) and efficiency (% reduction), as efficiency 

increases, so does the on time delivery of jobs. However, consider that as we emphasize empty 
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distance e.g. make it less desirable to dead-head, we decrease the amount of time spent on dead-

heading, leaving more time to service jobs thereby increasing the capacity of a given number of 

resources. Jobs in “remote” areas however have less chance of being serviced as the emphasis on 

empty distance increases in the decision making. This is supported by the result that as the efficiency 

increases, jobs become more late. Figure 14 below depicts this effect, we depict only the results for 

11 resources as this yields the clearest relationship. Here the P axis represents the average lateness 

of jobs.   

 

Figure 14 Efficient frontier - average lateness 

Further we investigate the effect of employing different numbers of resources to the same 

workload. As could be expected, with a higher number of resources efficiency decreases 

dramatically. At maximum 13 RT’s are available at the Haaften I warehouse and as can be observed 

from Figure 13, the percentage in distance reduction drops from to 8 from 10% when using 11 

resources. The explanation for this is that a higher number of resources reduces the relative 

workload, or job-queue. A long job-queue, high relative workload, implies many possibilities exist to 

allocate a resource to a job nearest by. This is beneficial to efficiency. As more resources are 

employed, the job-queue decreases, which leaves less possibilities for efficient allocation to a point 

where resources are often idle and are thus forced upon jobs which may require a lot of dead-

heading.  

This explanation is further supported when plotting the work-in-process or WIP level against the 

percentage of dead-heading. WIP is operationalized as the average number of jobs in the queue in a 

given period and the percentage of dead-heading in that period is compared. Figure 15 below depicts 

the relationship. 
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Figure 15 Efficient frontier – WIP level 

As can be observed as WIP levels increase, the dead-heading decreases. We took out any periods 

where the mix between retrieval and put-away was completely out of balance and caused outliers, 

recall that contemporaneous release of retrieval and put-away is required for feasible dual-command 

cycles. Unfortunately we were unable to closely examine the relationship between the WIP level and 

lead time performance as there is only one period in the dataset which has prolonged high WIP levels 

leading to significant lateness of jobs. In this period a very large batch of jobs was released 

simultaneous which led to a WIP level of around 700 jobs, thereafter decreasing but eventually 

leading to a significant deterioration of lead-time performance. We can however state that a 

prolonged WIP level up-to 250 jobs will not harm lead-time performance.  

6.3.2 Stochastic simulation 

The results in the previous section were derived leaving out any variance in processing times. 

However, as we concluded at the end of chapter 4 and in section 6.4.4 there is a significant amount 

of variance in the processing times, both across and within RT drivers. We run five replications of a 

single feasible scenario with 12 resources which returned a 10% reduction in distance incorporating 

the distributions as fitted in Appendix C.  

The average lateness increases from 1,02% to 2,1% which is to be expected upon introducing 

variability in the effective processing time. The well known Kingman’s equation or VUT formula 

(Hopp and Spearman, 2008) supports this effect, higher variability in the effective processing time 

causes queue time to increase and thus increases lateness. The reduction in distance traversed 

increases by 3,67% which would seem logical as the WIP levels remain higher as jobs spent more 

time waiting for service.  

Finally we wish to investigate whether including the loaded move time in would improve 

throughput performance. For this we use the between RT driver differences represented by a normal 

distribution as in Appendix C and calculate for each job the expected processing time and 

incorporate this into our decision making as described in case 1 in section 5.3.1. For the deterministic 
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simulation runs we used the same parameter setting as for the stochastic simulation apart from the 

variance settings. 

Results indicate the incorporation of the loaded move time is detrimental for performance. 

Lead-time performance deteriorates slightly by 0,2% whereas the percentage reduction decreases 

dramatically by 6,1% in the stochastic simulation. The results on the scenario under deterministic, 

stochastic and with incorporation of the loaded move times are summarized in Table 7 below. 

Table 7 Simulation results 

Scenario Empty (km) Late  % reduction % late 

Deterministic 1568 480 10.03% 1.02% 

- with SPT 1787 518 6.4% 2.6% 

Stochastic 1502 680 13.70% 2.10% 

- with SPT 1741 731 7.62% 3.51% 

6.4 Discussion 

This chapter provided insight into the functioning and performance of the dynamic scheduling 

model by means of a simulation study. A significant saving on dead-heading can be realized while 

respecting the lead-time targets. The results must be interpreted as that the current dispatching logic 

could not achieve a similar lead time performance with the same resources.  

The results on the behavior of the system under varying emphasis of dead-heading showed a 

somewhat unexpected but interesting result. As the emphasis on dead-heading was increased, the 

number of jobs late decreased as well rather than an increase, which was expected as the traditional 

trade-off in warehousing is between urgency and efficiency as noted by Van den Berg (1999). 

However as dead-heading decreases, the time available for servicing jobs increases e.g. the capacity 

of the resources increases. Further as dead-heading becomes less desirable, the resources will less 

likely visit remote area’s and therefore concentrate themselves in busy area’s where more jobs are 

serviced and thus less become late. This conclusion is further supported by the fact that the average 

lateness of jobs increases as dead-heading decreases. This suggests jobs from remote area’s become 

even less desirable to service. 

The system is very sensitive to the amount of resources employed. An over capacity situation is 

detrimental to efficiency where there is not an equal increase in lead-time performance. High 

workload periods will still lead to late jobs irrespective of the number of resources (within realistic 

bounds of course), the lead-time performance upper bound. In under capacity situations we can 

observe the efficiency upper bound, the job queue is always full and thus a better allocation in terms 

of dead-heading can be made. However, in high workload situations the queue also oftentimes 

explodes leading to an unrealistic lead time performance. This conclusion is further supported by the 

relationship we established between the WIP level and efficiency. Higher WIP levels (>80jobs) lead to 

increasing efficiency, excessive WIP levels however are detrimental for the lead-time performance. 

The incorporation of the human factor in the simulation study remained limited as no support 

was found to assume the properties of individual workers to vary under changes in the workload. We 
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did fit the distributions found across and within workers based on empirical data. The influence of 

the inherent variance when dealing with operations directly involving humans has the expected 

effect, lower lead time performance as job queue time increases. To investigate if we could improve 

the throughput time performance we included the loaded move time, explicitly incorporating the 

mean effective processing time performance differences, but this did not have the desired effect. 

Apparently taking into explicit consideration which resource would be able to service which job 

quickest leads to more dead-heading, thereby decreasing capacity and thus also leading to a 

deterioration of lead-time performance.  
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7 Implementation 

The aim of this project was to find a scheduling method with the specific purpose to reduce 

dead-heading and thereby increase overall productivity. This chapter will give our considerations 

regarding the actual implementation of the dynamic scheduling approach presented in the preceding 

chapters at Van Uden Haaften I warehouse. First we shall discuss the integration of the scheduling 

logic into the WMS in section 7.1. Then section 7.2 will discuss the impact on operational decision 

making by foremost the operators. Finally section 7.3 will list the benefits of using the proposed 

scheduling approach. 

7.1 Integration into the WMS 

Early on in the project a cursory review of the potential savings was conducted to speed up any 

implementation efforts. It was then decided the savings would in any case support the business case 

to implement the scheduling logic. Van Uden has a single IT partner, VBS, which supplies all related 

products including the control logic. The concept was discussed with VBS but it proved VBS lacked 

the competencies to program and implement the scheduling approach chosen.  

The basic concept however, to make the job-resource allocation based not only on priority, as 

discussed in section 3.2 Reach truck control, could however be implemented along an alternate path. 

An alternate scheduling approach could be similar to the Nearest-Vehicle-First with Time Priority 

(NVFTP) discussed by De Koster et al. (2004) and which they find performs best overall. The basic 

idea is that jobs are ranked based on priority in the time dimension, then as a resource becomes 

available, a fixed top number of jobs are taken from the complete list and the distance to the origin 

of these jobs is incorporated in the decision making. The most urgent job that is located near to the 

resource is thus allocated. This approach would be significantly easier to program and  implement. 

The exact performance difference between NVFTP and the proposed method at the case 

company is unknown, however we can use insights from previous research to get an indication of the 

performance difference. Le-Ahn et al. (2010) find NVF (again similar to the NVFTP) performs only 

slightly less, compared to the dynamic assignment scheduling similar to our approach, regarding the 

average job waiting time and resource utilization level on which their research focused.  

7.2 Operational decision making 

In any case the operational decision making by the operators will change significantly in nature. 

Currently the operators arbitrarily assign job types and families to individual RT’s and as such control 

the workload per RT. In the proposed situation the job-resource allocation is performed strictly by 

the scheduling logic. It will require some time for the operators to get a “feeling” for the new 

scheduling logic and act on it accordingly. 

Although the prerequisites for a scheduling logic focuses on reducing dead-heading, 

contemporaneous release of put-away and retrieval jobs and an U shaped warehouse lay-out, are 

present, the operators should be aware that they have a major influence on the performance of the 

system. If operators where to actively pursue ideal circumstances for the interleaving of put-away 

and retrieval dead-heading could be even further reduced. This entails for instance the allocation of 

receiving and shipping on adjacent docks and releasing these jobs simultaneously. Most importantly 
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however is the control over the WIP level as we have demonstrated levels around and above 80 lead 

to the expected savings, whereas excessive WIP levels lead to lead-time performance to deteriorate 

quickly.    

7.3 Benefits 

The main benefit for Van Uden is a reduction in operational expenditure. As proven by the 

simulation study the potential savings on distance traversed is 13,7% while respecting the lead-time 

performance constraint. Travel time at Van Uden makes up for roughly 50% of time spent by RT 

drivers, see also De Koster et al. (2007), this implies on total time required for the execution of unit 

load operations 6,85% can be saved. Over the year 2011 operational expenditure on unit load 

operations amounted to 846k€. This implies a savings of 57,9k€ would have been possible for the 

Haaften I warehouse in 2011.  

As for the equipment the savings on distance cannot be straightforwardly translated into 

monetary savings. Where man hours can be reduced almost in a continuous manner, mainly due to 

the contingent capacity, RT’s can only be reduced in integer numbers and for longer periods of time 

due to the lease contracts. This would be in conflict with the fluctuating demand pattern which often 

requires all 13RT’s to operate simultaneously to handle the workload. To be confident we could 

reduce the number of RT’s we would need to save more than 7,5% on required RT capacity, which is 

not the case. 

With respect to the human factor we demonstrated significant differences in performance 

across the workforce and, for put-away activities, higher skilled workers perform even higher as 

workload builds. These insights would motivate the set up of a performance measurement and 

feedback system as this is currently lacking altogether. Such systems are known to dramatically 

increase performance as found by Pritchard et al. (2002), who discusses the effect of the ProMES or 

productivity measurement and enhancement system. Also the use of incentive systems (see Rynes et 

al. 2005) to boost performance would be applicable at Van Uden given the large performance 

differences that up to this date have not been systematically addressed.  
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8 Conclusions and recommendations 

This chapter is devoted to the main findings and conclusions we draw on this research project. 

Section 8.1 provides our conclusions regarding the main research assignment as presented in section 

2.5. Section 8.2 presents our recommendations to Van Uden management. Then section 8.3 will 

discuss the limitations of the research findings. Finally an outlook on future research is given in 

section 8.4. 

8.1 Conclusions 

The main focus of this report lies on the development of a dynamic scheduling method for unit 

load warehouse operations under lead-time constraints. The main research assignment was; To set-

up a scheduling method specifically aimed at the reduction of dead-heading under lead-time 

performance and relative priority constraints. As the unit load operations are performed manually we 

also devoted attention to this “human factor” by investigating the workload – performance 

relationship, with a further aim to better model human behaviour in our simulation study. 

We divided the research into two sections, first the empirical research on the human factor, 

second the design of the scheduling model. In this order the following two sections shall discuss the 

main findings. 

8.1.1 Human factor 

By establishing a comparative norm time we were able to investigate the relationship between 

workload and performance meditated by the skill level of the workforce. We divided our regression 

into the three distinct activities performed by RT’s, being put-away, retrieval and replenishments. We 

could partially confirm our experimental hypothesis that indeed a higher workload leads to higher 

performance, a maximum of 3,5%  and higher skill level amplifies this effect. However, our results are 

restricted to the put-away activities. For retrieval and replenishment no significant results could be 

obtained. We assume the put-away workload presents workers with a very clear cue, the long 

queue’s of jobs on the staging areas. In general a higher skilled worker performs around 20-24% 

better than a lower skilled worker, regardless of activity type. 

No significant increase or decrease in variability in work pace could be established for any 

workload level or skill level. This leads us to be more confident that a single distribution setting is a 

valid representation for worker variance under all circumstances.  

8.1.2 Dynamic scheduling  

To address the main research assignment we used an assignment algorithm updated at every 

event. We used such a myopic approach due to the high degree of dynamism which would obscure 

any attempt to look-ahead. The aim was to reduce non-value adding dead-heading. We established 

that a 10% savings of dead-heading is feasible while respecting lead time performance constraints. 

The trade-off is that as dead-heading is reduced, jobs become more late, around 20%, although the 

number of jobs late decreases, by around 1%, due to the increase in capacity. Most important is the 

relationship between the WIP level and efficiency as we established low WIP levels, <80 jobs, give 

rise to low efficiency, whereas very high WIP levels, >250 jobs, are detrimental for the lead time 

performance. 
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Including the loaded move times and thereby allocating jobs to resources based on the shortest 

processing time heuristic did not improve performance. Apparently the allocation of jobs to 

resources based strictly on the empty distance and urgency of the jobs yields the best results. 

8.2 Recommendations 

Based on the findings in this report and the situation of Van Uden the following 

recommendations are made; 

1. This research was primarily aimed at the reduction of dead-heading in an attempt to 

decrease operational expenditure. The tactical decisions concerning storage strategy, truck-

dock allocation and work release strategy however have even higher promises to reduce 

costs as these functions are still quite arbitrary at van Uden despite the complex nature of 

such tactical decisions. Improvement on this frontier would reduce the distance required 

from origin to destination of jobs and have a major influence on the yield of the assignment 

algorithm proposed in this research. 

2. Currently the determination regarding required capacity is not supported by a forecasting 

tool. The implementation of the proposed method would alter the capacity requirements for 

a given workload. The precise determination of this workload in due time to allow for 

capacity decisions would be a further highly lucrative improvement possibility.  

3. The current WMS has a strong registration function, leaving almost all operational and 

tactical decisions to the personnel. The proposed scheduling approach and above 

improvement recommendations would transform the WMS into a directing functionality. 

The current software partner is assessed as incapable to follow in this path, we therefore 

recommend serious considerations whether to source WMS know-how elsewhere. 

4. As we uncovered in the section on the human factor the biggest potential for decreasing 

operational expenditure is the composition and treatment of the workforce. The 

productivity norm could easily be increased significantly by retaining high performing 

workers and making low performing workers redundant. However, the review time span and 

thus performance aggregation level should be sufficient high for a fair comparison between 

workers. Further a system such as ProMES could increase performance of the workforce at 

hand. Incentive systems are also an avenue with high potential, see Rynes et al. (2005) 

8.3 Limitations 

Decisions taken during this research bring with them certain limitations. The main limitations 

are; 

1. The yield of the assignment algorithm in terms of dead-heading is highly dependent upon 

the warehouse lay-out and work release pattern. We restricted our analyses to a single 

warehouse where the preferred conditions where known to be present. At other Van Uden 

sites the yield may deviate from what is reported here. 

2. Over the entire period the number of resources was kept constant while in the actual setting 

this number can be changed frequently to e.g. keep the WIP level at a desirable level. This 

limits the savings potential as reported here. 

3. We assumed RT drivers to wait at their last drop-off location but do not know to what 

extend this is realistic and what the impact would be if they would return to a location 
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where the chance of an assignment is higher or where they know they are needed for other 

activities. 

4. The scheduling approach was chosen due to the highly dynamic order arrival pattern. If 

more information on future jobs is available the proposed scheduling approach would be 

less appropriate. 

8.4 Future research 

The research led to some interesting insights but also uncovered many possibilities for future 

research. First with regard to the human factor it would be interesting to further investigate the 

cause of the rather large differences in reaction to workload across the workers. We assume the skill 

level is the major determinant but a non-uniform distribution of information on the actual workload 

could be the reason. In many large production environments real-time information on performance 

relative to the target is provided to sync all workers in this respect. Further it would be interesting to 

closely follow the research by Juran and Schreuben (2004) and using demographic information to 

enhance performance prediction as it seems top performing workers share many characteristics in 

this respect. 

As to the assignment algorithm, it would be worthwhile to investigate how warehouse lay-out 

configurations would affect performance. Using these insights we would be able to ex-ante 

determine whether such an approach would yield feasible savings. Further we assumed an equal 

number of resources for the entire simulation period. It would however be beneficial to vary the 

number of resources as capacity demand over the simulation varies considerably e.g. between 

periods between breaks. This would enable the system to constantly operate under optimal 

workload conditions, thereby further improving productivity. Also the assumed willingness of 

resources to wait at their last delivery location in idle state for longer periods of time is uncertain. It 

could be beneficial to, after a certain period of time, force relocation to area’s where the chance of a 

new job originating is higher than the last delivery location.  
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Appendix A Abbreviations and notation 

3PL  third party logistic provider 

DC   distribution centre 

DOD  degree of dynamism 

FMCG  fast moving consumer goods 

LAPJV  linear assignment problem by Jonker and Volgenant 

LTL   Less-than-Truck-Load 

NVFTP  Nearest-Vehicle-First with Time Priority 

RT   reach truck 

SPT  shortest processing time 

TL   Truck-Load 

VBIT  vehicle-based internal transport 

VBS  Van Boxtel Software 

WMS  warehouse management system 

Cost determination 

)  resource, RT 

H  active resources 

�, "  job 

�  released jobs 

�G  dummy job 

HG  dummy resource 

�(�  cost associated with resource ) and job " 
�'5�I cost for case 1 

��!J cost for case 2 

��KL�IJM cost for case 3 

�����(  travel time from location resource ) to origin job " 
�����  travel time from origin to destination job " 
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��,�  latest pick up time job " 
N�(  earliest pick-up time job " by resource ) 

�(C  dwell point resource ) 

�($  location resource ) 

��'�OM cost associated with  empty travel time 

����� cost associated with full travel time 

� ��5M cost associated with delay time 

�J  current time 
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Appendix B Distance approximation 

Distance approximation methods are heavily dependent upon warehouse layout. In the case of 

Haaften I a relative straightforward method can be used. Coordinate of (job-) node � (pick-up 

location) and " (delivery location) is given by .P�, ��/.P�, ��/ on a metric distance scale across the 

entire surface of the warehouse measuring 233 x 215m. The layout of each hall is rectangular with a 

cross aisle at the bottom and head of each of the eight halls. The red path in the figure 8 represents a 

possible route of a retrieval order. We simplify the situation by assuming only displacement over 

the	P- and �-axis. 

 

Figure 16 Haaften I warehouse layout 

The formulas below simulate the decision making of a RT driver as he is not instructed how to 

proceed to a given destination. We assume a driver estimates the distance from the lower and upper 

cross aisles and centre aisles (which run across the entire length of the warehouse) with respect to 

his current position and the destination position along the P and �-axis. He then chooses the shortest 

overall distance. Logically he could be at fault with his estimation at some instances e.g. close to the 

centre, or has knowledge of obstructions for example and accordingly changes his route. In these 

instances the below approximation would be incorrect but on the long run it is expected it will 

simulate the RT drivers choice of path rather well.  

Due to the inherent bends in the job routes we must break up the distance, from job node � (the 

origin) to node " (the destination), N�� into several legs to enable the correct incorporation of 

acceleration and deceleration impact in the travel time determination. Logically any route is 

comprised at maximum of four legs.  
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To simplify the determination out of what legs a route is composed we divide the possible routes 

into three sets based on their origin and location. Route set l contains all routes within one hall block 

either starting or ending at a dock, set ll contains all jobs that have their origin or destination in 

different hall blocks. Route set lll contains routes within one hall block starting and ending within an 

aisle. 

P �  P coordinates of centre doors 1, 2 and 3 connecting halls 3-4, 4-7 and 5-6 respectively 

�   � coordinate of centre doors 

�5�  � coordinates of cross aisles 1, 2, 3 and 4 at the bottom and top of halls 1-5 and 6-8 

respectively 

Below the simplified distance function. 

N��.�������/
=
mno
np mintQ|�� − 15| + v�� − 15vSQv�� − 105v + v�� − 105vSw + vP� − P�v	��	�� , �� < 107,5mintQ|�� − 110| + v�� − 110vSQv�� − 200v + v�� − 200vSw + vP� − P�v	��	��, �� > 107,5v�� − ��v + vP� − P�v	��	�� < 107,5 < �� 	�		�� > 107,5 > ��

<
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y1 =
mnn
o
nnp

v�� − ��v, ∀�, " ∈ l|�� − � |, ∀�, " ∈ ll|�� − �5D|	��	Q|�� − �5D| + v�� − �5DvS < ��Q|�� − �5T| + v�� − �5TvSQ|�� − �5z| + v�� − �5zvSQ|�� − �5{| + v�� − �5{vS, ∀�, " ∈ lll|�� − �5T|	��	Q|�� − �5T| + v�� − �5TvS < ��Q|�� − �5D| + v�� − �5DvSQ|�� − �5z| + v�� − �5zvSQ|�� − �5{| + v�� − �5{vS, ∀�, " ∈ lll|�� − �5z|	��	Q|�� − �5z| + v�� − �5zvS < ��Q|�� − �5D| + v�� − �5DvSQ|�� − �5T| + v�� − �5TvSQ|�� − �5{| + v�� − �5{vS, ∀�, " ∈ lll|�� − �5{|	��	Q|�� − �5{| + v�� − �5{vS < ��Q|�� − �5D| + v�� − �5DvSQ|�� − �5T| + v�� − �5TvSQ|�� − �5z| + v�� − �5zvS, ∀�, " ∈ lll
< 

y2 =
mn
o
np vP� − P�v, ∀�, " ∈ l, lll|P� − P D|	��	Q|P� − P D| + vP� − P DvS < �� tQ|P� − P T| + vP� − P TvSQ|P� − P z| + vP� − P zvSw , ∀�, " ∈ ll|P� − P T|	��	Q|P� − P T| + vP� − P TvS < �� tQ|P� − P D| + vP� − P DvSQ|P� − P z| + vP� − P zvSw , ∀�, " ∈ ll|P� − P z|	��	Q|P� − P z| + vP� − P zvS < �� tQ|P� − P D| + vP� − P DvSQ|P� − P T| + vP� − P TvSw , ∀�, " ∈ ll

< 

y3 =
mnn
on
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Appendix C Distributions fitting 

 

Figure 17 Distribution fit on the within worker cycle-time deviation from the norm 

Gamma distribution with parameters: Γ(4,92; 0,24) and a goodness of fit K-S =0,13 

 

Figure 18 Distribution fit on the deviation from the norm time across workers 

 Normal distribution with parameters Ν(54,27; 12,87) and a goodness of fit K-S =0,1 
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Figure 19 Distribution fit on the workload per day 

Normal distribution with parameters Ν(3597,95; 503,65) and a goodness of fit K-S =0,0403 
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Appendix D Regression details 

Details on mediating effect of skill on the workload – performance relationship 

Sorted from high to low (slow to fast) based on their intercept. 

driver (Intercept) wl_put_facB wl_put_facC1 wl_put_facC2 wl_put_facC3 

LOUARF 79,35 -2,84 -5,09 -4,65 -5,72 

YILRRF 74,57 -2,28 -0,52 -1,96 -0,17 

ALCRF 73,15 -2,12 -0,01 -1,67 0,30 

UDECRF 70,81 -1,85 -2,95 -3,51 -4,21 

TALMRF 68,37 -1,57 -2,20 -3,10 -3,59 

DUNRRF 67,41 -1,46 -1,81 -2,88 -3,21 

ARKJRF 67,15 -1,43 -4,48 -4,51 -6,97 

KABHRF 64,23 -1,09 -1,06 -2,48 -2,71 

ODRMRF 62,33 -0,87 -0,94 -2,44 -2,88 

BLASRF 61,17 -0,74 0,65 -1,49 -0,85 

BONMRF 60,54 -0,66 -1,81 -3,01 -4,40 

ODACRF 60,08 -0,61 -3,39 -3,98 -6,67 

ESMIRF 51,39 0,39 -0,25 -2,22 -3,79 

KOCRRF 47,54 0,84 0,92 -1,59 -2,83 

KORKRF 46,76 0,93 -0,21 -2,29 -4,54 

 

Details on basic regression with time unit in periods 

Linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood  

Formula: dev_ct_put ~ 1 + wl_put_fac + (1 + wl_put_fac | driver)  

   Data: day  

  AIC  BIC logLik deviance REMLdev 

 9751 9802  -4866     9731    9724 

Random effects: 

 Groups   Name        Variance  Std.Dev. Corr         

 driver   (Intercept)  38.72859  6.2232               

          wl_put_facB   0.25311  0.5031  1.000        

          wl_put_facC   1.46242  1.2093  1.000 1.000  

 Residual             273.89382 16.5497               

Number of obs: 1148, groups: driver, 10 

 

Fixed effects: 

            Estimate Std. Error t value 

(Intercept)   41.897      2.302  18.199 

wl_put_facB    1.881      1.460   1.289 

wl_put_facC    0.590      1.482   0.398 

 

Correlation of Fixed Effects: 

            (Intr) wl_p_B 
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wl_put_facB -0.332        

wl_put_facC -0.204  0.715 

Details on basic regression with further dicretized workload 

Linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood  

Formula: dev_ct_put ~ 1 + wl_put_fac + (1 + wl_put_fac | driver)  

   Data: day  

   AIC   BIC logLik deviance REMLdev 

 22771 23036 -11341    22681   22660 

Random effects: 

 Groups   Name        Variance  Std.Dev. Corr                                             

 driver   (Intercept) 158.80648 12.6018                                                   

          wl_put_facB   1.82461  1.3508  -1.000                                           

          wl_put_facC  13.00517  3.6063  -0.494  0.494                                    

          wl_put_facD   8.88873  2.9814  -0.398  0.398  0.994                             

          wl_put_facE   0.20967  0.4579  -0.814  0.814  0.907  0.857                      

          wl_put_facF  12.42610  3.5251   0.590 -0.590  0.411  0.506 -

0.012                

          wl_put_facG   5.40852  2.3256  -0.102  0.102  0.916  0.953  

0.660  0.743         

          wl_put_facH  12.65611  3.5575  -0.074  0.074  0.904  0.944  

0.639  0.762  1.000  

 Residual             280.55769 16.7499                                                   

Number of obs: 2667, groups: driver, 15 

 

Fixed effects: 

            Estimate Std. Error t value 

(Intercept)  54.5110     3.3162  16.438 

wl_put_facB  -0.9502     0.9193  -1.034 

wl_put_facC  -2.7618     1.8058  -1.529 

wl_put_facD  -0.4761     1.5298  -0.311 

wl_put_facE  -3.1543     1.3276  -2.376 

wl_put_facF  -3.1145     1.9473  -1.599 

wl_put_facG  -3.6330     1.5232  -2.385 

wl_put_facH  -3.5212     1.5689  -2.244 

 

Correlation of Fixed Effects: 

            (Intr) wl_p_B wl_p_C wl_p_D wl_p_E wl_p_F wl_p_G 

wl_put_facB -0.504                                           

wl_put_facC -0.318  0.337                                    

wl_put_facD -0.277  0.360  0.407                             

wl_put_facE -0.162  0.353  0.208  0.235                      

wl_put_facF  0.208  0.118  0.216  0.256  0.154               

wl_put_facG -0.120  0.300  0.335  0.364  0.221  0.274        

wl_put_facH -0.120  0.292  0.421  0.452  0.225  0.344  0.404 
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Appendix E Simulation replications 

The number of replication needed to acquire accurate results is determined following Law and 

Kelton (1991). In their approach they seek the number of replication to stay under a certain absolute 

error @ and is given by; 

5∗ .@/ = �� �� ≥ : ��$D,D$� T⁄ �%T./� ≤ @� 

Where 5∗  is the total number of replications needed to achieve some level of @, ��$D,D$� T⁄  is the 

students-t distribution and %T./ is the estimation of the variance of the first  replications. 

We made 5 initial replications and examined the accuracy obtainable within a 95% confidence 

interval with these 5 replications, this is for the amount of dead-heading max 1.7km, on a mean of 

1.502km and max 4 jobs late on an mean of 676 jobs late which is more than accurate enough. 
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Appendix F Jobtrail 
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